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INTRODUCTIO N

During the past decade, few efforts aimed at the articulatio n
of new computer documentation models have inspired a s
much interest within the documentation community as ha s
John Carroll's formulation of the tenets of "minimalism ." In
our experience, however, minimalism is often incorrectl y
understood by practitioners simply as a prescription fo r
brevity. Minimalism is, in fact, more complex than this . In
"The Minimal Manual" (1987-88) Carroll and his coauthor s
suggest that minimalism comprises four characteristics : (1 )
brevity (or perhaps conciseness), (2) focus on real tasks, (3 )
support of error recognition and recovery efforts, and (4 )
adoption of an instructional philosophy termed "guided
exploration . "

Of these four, three are largely non-controversial . Both
within and outside of the area of computer documentation ,
almost everyone applauds brevity and finds fault wit h
unnecessary length . Software publishers, in particular,
enthusiastically support an approach to documentation that
will save them printing and distribution costs . Also, the
minimalist position on error recovery is a position most of
us would endorse as good, old-fashioned, common sense .
When we give people directions, we regularly include guid-
ance such as "If you reach the freeway entrance, you have
gone too far." The goal of letting the user accomplish real
work is also sound and generally accepted . Motivation is a
powerful driver in the learning process . Certainly it makes

sense to facilitate the learner's desire to achieve a practica l
and meaningful goal while using the program .

The minimalist notion of guided exploration, however, i s
the most questionable precept of minimalism, and it is th e
one we wish to examine here . We believe, for reasons w e
will detail, that guided exploration poses a dilemma to the
documentation writer attempting to reconcile minimalist
goals with the minimalist means articulated to achieve thos e
goals . In short, we believe that the stated minimalist goal of
enabling the learner to accomplish real work while learning
a program is often thwarted by the act of compelling that
learner to induce, through trial and error, the correct proce-
dures needed to accomplish that work .

GUIDED EXPLORATION AS A N
INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY

The notion of "guided exploration" owes its origins to the
concept of "discovery learning," popular among learning
theorists in the late '60s and early '70s . An approach t o
learning whose most visible, and perhaps most articulate ,
advocate was Jerome Bruner, discovery learning broadl y
embraced the view that principles, rules, and problem-solv-
ing techniques ought to be taught with a minimum of
teacher intervention and a maximum of trial-and-erro r
learning on the part of the student . In general, the discovery
learning movement was a reaction against the " teaching of
facts ." Bruner summed up the discovery learning philoso-
phy as follows :
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We teach a subject, not to produce little living librarie s
from that subject, but rather to get a student to think . . .fo r
himself, to take part in the process of knowledge getting .
Knowing is a process, not a product . (1966, p 72 )

Discovery learning is fundamentally inductive . General
principles are distilled by the learner from exposure to spe-
cific, and sometimes narrow, instances of those principles .
Advocates of discovery learning argued that it improved th e
memorability of the material learned and that it fostere d
motivation because discovery itself is inherently motivat-
ing .

Briefly, "guided exploration, " minimalism's version of dis-
covery learning, embodies the belief that learners learn bes t
when allowed to explore a program and to discover fo r
themselves how it works . To encourage such discovery ,
Carroll advocates the use of open-ended exercises, some -
times preceded by the invitation to "try them and see ." Hi s
manual also includes "On Your Own" exercises in which th e
user presumably can practice skills acquired through previ-
ous exposure to incompletely articulated procedures : "Pro-
cedural details were deliberately specified incompletely t o
encourage learners to become more exploratory, and there -
fore, we hoped, more involved in the learning activity . . . . "
(Carroll et al ., 1987-88, p. 129) . The assumption underlyin g
this approach is that guided exploration capitalizes on th e
strategies that most users would spontaneously adopt if the y
were left to learn on their own .

It is certainly the case that people apply many differen t
strategies when they attempt to learn computer software an d
that some of those strategies can legitimately be character-
ized as exploration . While some learners do, of course ,
work through print or online tutorials step by step or, con-
sulting a user's guide, read each conceptual overview an d
then conscientiously read and follow each step of the asso-
ciated procedure, many others disdain documentatio n
entirely and, more often than not, attempt to learn compute r
software through unsupported problem-solving activities .
There is, in fact, broad anecdotal (and some empirical) evi-
dence that many users hate to read manuals and attempt t o
learn software without the aid of documentation even whe n
documentation is available (Horton, p . 253 ; Brockmann, p .
31) . The important question we wish to address, however, i s
this: Is it worthwhile to create forms of print or online docu-
mentation designed specifically to compel exploratory
learning ?

CHALLENGES TO GUIDED EXPLORATION

We would like to pose three challenges to the guided explo-
ration model that we believe need to be addressed before
documenters rush to the conclusion that the standard docu-
mentation set should include, or should be replaced by, doc-
umentation embracing the guided exploration philosophy .
We offer these challenges in the hope that they will inspire
enlightened discussion as well as future empirical researc h
aimed at the resolution of issues important to all of us in th e
documentation community. The challenges are these : We

believe (1) that in all but the most simple application s
guided exploration may be both inefficient and ineffective ,
(2) that guided exploration is excessively authoritarian i n
nature—that it unnecessarily dictates to learners the dept h
of learning that must be achieved, and (3) that it focuses o n
the learner's acquisition of declarative knowledge at th e
expense of his or her acquisition of procedural knowledge .

Efficiency and Effectiveness

The notion of learning by discovery in domains other tha n
computer documentation has not been without its critics ,
and their assessments of the liabilities inherent in discover y
learning seem as germane to computer documentation a s
they do to fourth-grade social studies textbooks . Among the
most compelling criticisms has been the claim that discov-
ery learning is inefficient that there is little reason to compe l
a student to suffer through a lengthy trial-and-error proces s
to solve a trivial problem that a teacher (or manual) coul d
explain in a few moments (VanderZanden & Pace, 1980) . I f
learning is inefficient, of course, it is not likely that it wil l
facilitate the minimalist goal of helping the learner to get hi s
or her real work done . Not all problems presented to a com-
puter user, of course, are trivial, but surely simple comman d
sequences and simple procedures seem likely candidates fo r
characterization as trivial problems whose solutions might
more efficiently be provided explicitly by the documenta-
tion rather than inferred by the documentation user.

But what, then, about nontrivial procedures? Would it b e
worthwhile to define a "difficulty threshold" and to adop t
guided exploration as the instructional technology of choic e
for those procedures that exceed that threshold? Again, thi s
strategy presents a dilemma to the documentation designer.
We would argue that if the procedures that must be learne d
are difficult to induce, the probable consequences are (1) an
increased likelihood that the procedures will be induce d
incorrectly (a point we will address in more detail subse-
quently), and (2) a significant reduction in the learner' s
motivation .

As Carroll notes, "The most important factor in learning i s
learner motivation, but this is also the factor least amenabl e
to extrinsic control via design . If learners want to undertake
a particular activity, then letting them attempt to do so i s
perhaps the best design step we can take" (Carroll e t
al .,1987-88, p . 126) .

We would agree with Carroll up to a point . Letting users
attempt to accomplish real goals as opposed to sitting the m
in front of a computer and telling them to do what to them
appears to be meaningless exercises is certainly likely t o
positively influence their motivation . However, motivatio n
is even more greatly influenced by the learner's expectation s
that his or her efforts will result in success, and those expec -
tations, in turn, are greatly influenced by his or her percep-
tions of how easily a required task is likely to b e
accomplished (Weiner et al ., 1976) . It is doubtful to us tha t
compelling a learner to induce a difficult set of procedura l
steps by discovering them through trial and error is likely to
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be perceived as easily achievable and, consequently, a can-
didate for a high probability of success .

Indeed, it seems that a manual structured in such a way as t o
allow the user to immediately articulate and pursue his o r
her own goals successfully would provide adequate incen-
tive for involvement in the instructional materials . Forcing a
new user to inductively arrive at the definition of the desired
procedures through exploration seems neither an efficien t
nor humane way to teach those procedures to a person who
really only wants to "get his or herd work done . "

Another potentially negative consequence of compelling the
learner to induce a principle or set of procedures is that —
absent varying degrees of instructor intervention—there i s
no way to ensure that the principles and procedures "discov-
ered" will be correct. It is difficult to see how erroneous pro-
cedures would facilitate the minimalist goal of helping the
reader to do real work .

The author of exploratory documentation, as a consequence ,
is necessarily engaged in a murky and risky enterprise .
Murky because inference is a poorly understood issue . Al l
discourse is partly inferential (Hirsch, 1977), but there is n o
metric for degree of inference at either large or small unit s
of discourse, and there are, in fact, various kinds of infer-
ence, though the relationships among them are not very
clear. These include letting the user infer a particular con-
cept from a generalization, a general concept from a particu-
lar one, and a new concept from one or more coordinat e
concepts .

The enterprise is risky because the author is necessaril y
attempting to hit a very precise degree of inference i n
regard to a given audience segment . He or she asks : is this a
good place to reduce conceptual information or does i t
demand some sort of fuller treatment? Is this a step t o
present in "hint " form or should this step be explicit and th e
next one presented as a "hint"? To the extent that the explor-
atory nature is diminished, we have standard discourse, wit h
no special qualities . In some instances, very small infer-
ences might not even be noticed by the reader or might b e
perceived simply as a lively, engaging style of writing . I n
fact, reading Carroll's studies and looking at samples of hi s
documentation, we are often struck by the very modest
degree of inference and the significant similarity betwee n
his minimal manuals and typical user's guides .

On the other hand, as conceptual material is reduced an d
procedures are made less complete and more inferential, th e
greater the possibility of defeating the user's attempt to lear n
or pushing the user into one of the other pitfalls of explor-
atory learning . If there is no safety net beneath this kind o f
documentation, the user may be in serious difficulty indeed .
Brockmann (1990), while he largely accepts the claims fo r
minimalism, also acknowledges the riskiness in explorator y
documentation : "Learning by self-discovery [sick is less
predictable and gaps or lack of depth in learning ma y
appear" (p .100) .

A corollary to this problem is that each exploratory manua l
must be written for a highly specific audience and must b e
tested for that audience very carefully. Indeed a centra l
theme in The Nurnberg Funnel (Carroll, 1990) is that mini-
malist documentation must be developed through continua l
reiterative testing . We certainly endorse careful adaptation
to different audiences and reiterative developmental testin g
of any documentation, but at the same time we note that it i s
far safer and easier to strive for completeness and clarity .
Both conceptual/descriptive overviews and procedura l
steps, we maintain, should be explicit, and should include
all the information that the author reasonably feels th e
reader will want or need . Very often, in fact, authors inad-
vertently leave out key assumptions and bits of necessar y
information because they themselves have grown too famil-
iar with the software and fail to recognize the user's infor-
mation needs . But while authors must, of course, resist th e
impulse to dump excess information on the user, a sound
and reasonable goal is a "straightforward" strategy, attempt -
ing to present information that will be perceived as explici t
and complete .

It is very often true that you cannot meet the needs of nov-
ices and experts in a single presentation of information, bu t
within certain limits, this straightforward approach to docu-
mentation makes it possible to target a broad segment of th e
user base . Advanced users have some tolerance for docu-
mentation that seems simple for them, and all compute r
users are free to read, skim, or skip and in so doing exercise
the degree of exploratory learning and problem-solving tha t
they choose at any given moment . What is needed is care -
fully worked out information access and intelligent page o r
screen design. Both in the print and online worlds, users ca n
be efficiently directed to specific items of information usin g
well-conceived indexes, tables of contents, or electronic
information retrieval facilities. Pages and screens can b e
designed to enable the user to immediately distinguish
between conceptual/descriptive overviews, procedura l
steps, and—when necessary—extra levels of detail o r
explanation intended for a subsection of the audience .

Carroll (1990), recognizing the very real possibility tha t
users will become untracked when following exploratio n
documentation, places a major emphasis on designing fo r
error recovery . Error recovery sections are included in hi s
print designs (p . 86-87), and his "training wheels interface "
(Chapter 7) blocks undesirable user actions in online tutori-
als . With extensive support for error recovery, the situatio n
improves . Incorrect inferences need not be fatal, and th e
ongoing process of trial and error may be instructive . Bu t
even with error recovery facilities, exploration documenta-
tion remains, we believe, a marginal strategy .

The Authoritarian Nature of Guided Exploratio n

Guided exploration that is compelled by the documentatio n
author takes out of the hands of the user a very importan t
decision : which procedures in this application do I want t o
learn in depth and which do I need to know only superfi-
cially (and can perhaps forget immediately)? A simple poin t
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that advocates of exploratory documentation, it seems to us ,
have failed to acknowledge is that it is sometimes unneces-
sary to "learn" a set of procedures in order to "execute "
them. Carroll himself reports the comments of one of th e
learners involved in one of his studies that seems to affirm
this notion : "1 want to do something, not learn how to do
everything" (Carroll et al ., 1987-88, p . 126) .

An example may be appropriate here . The great majority of
professional journals have adopted the convention of usin g
endnotes rather than footnotes . But if an author were to pre-
pare a manuscript for a journal that does still follow th e
footnote convention, he or she would most probably prefer a
simple set of procedures that would facilitate the goals o f
getting the job done with a minimum of time and effort, no t
a learning environment in which he or she is compelled t o
induce, or, "learn," the procedures to the point of mastery .
"Learning" need not necessarily be a prerequisite to "exe-
cuting" a set of procedures . What is needed in this particular
instance is documentation in a form that will allow th e
author to create the footnotes he or she needs . Given the
improbability that he or she will ever need to create these
kinds of footnotes again, there really is no need to compe l
the author to "learn" or "remember" the procedures that h e
or she explicitly needs now in order to create the footnotes .

Perhaps an even simpler example might further clarify the
issue . We do not need to "learn" a phone number in order t o
dial it . It may be worth our while, of course, to learn thos e
phone numbers that we anticipate we will need to dial fre-
quently. It is not worth our while, however, to commit t o
memory, or learn, a phone number that we expect to us e
only once . For that phone number we will rely on a phone
book, and once we have used the information we need i n
order to dial that number, we will, appropriately, forget it .
Indeed, we would view it as quite presumptuous of th e
phone company to insist that we memorize the number .
And, we might find it particularly galling to find that the
phone company had structured our efforts to learn so tha t
we were compelled to deduce the number, for example, b y
discovering the number's prefix through the use of an are a
map and its last four digits through an arithmetic puzzl e
(e .g ., "The last four digits sum to 33 ; the first digit is twic e
the third . . . .) . Admittedly, having invested the mental effor t
to discover the appropriate number, we would likely retai n
it in memory for quite some time . Indeed, it is not an
uncommon view among cognitive scientists that, withi n
limits, the more cognitive effort the learning proces s
demands, the more durable the learning from it .

It is not necessarily the case, however, that this kind o f
investment of mental energy on my part is an efficient allo-
cation of my mental resources . And, as suggested previ-
ously, might it not be considered presumptuous of a n
application's documenter to decide on my behalf that i n
order to execute a series of commands that I should hav e
"learned " them? Importantly, it is really only those proce-
dures that I expect to use repeatedly in my work that I nee d
to learn—that are, in other words, worth the investment o f
my mental effort to learn .

Learning to "know" versus learning to "do "

An enormous body of cognitive research has, during the
past two or three decades, focused on how our knowledge i s
acquired, how it's stored, how it's structured, and how it' s
activated . In their attempts to define the nature of cognitive
architecture, cognitive theorists recognized early the desir-
ability of distinguishing between "declarative knowledge "
on the one hand and "procedural knowledge" on the othe r
(Anderson, 1976) . The difference, in other words, betwee n
"knowing that" and "knowing how ." Redish (1988) applie s
this distinction to computer manuals in terms of their abilit y
to support the user's goal of "reading to do" as opposed t o
"reading to learn. "

Cognitive information processing models, of course, mak e
no claims that they reflect underlying physiological archi-
tecture, but it is interesting to note that even physiological
studies seem to confirm the distinction . Cohen and Squir e
(1980) observed that some amnesic patients who had suf-
fered temporal lobe damage, for example, could learn pro-
cedural skills as quickly as patients with normal memory ,
but could not remember having received training in th e
skills tested nor instances of having been tested on thei r
acquisition of those skills .

Both declarative and procedural knowledge are undoubt-
edly intricately linked in cognitive structure . In the execu-
tion of goal-directed procedures, in fact, it is through the
"controlled processes"—our conscious manipulation o f
declarative knowledge—that our procedural goals are artic-
ulated and maintained . Conversely, the execution of well -
learned procedures generally requires little conscious moni-
toring on our part, a property that has led them to be referre d
to "automatic processes ." Indeed, one of the important dis-
tinctions between declarative knowledge and procedural
knowledge is the degree to which conscious attention need s
to be employed in their use . Factual (declarative) knowl-
edge exerts considerable demands on the limited attentiona l
capacity available to us in working memory. Alternatively ,
we devote very little attention to procedures that we use
routinely and frequently in our everyday lives . The diffi-
culty we often encounter in teaching children such simpl e
tasks as tying shoes is that, as adults, we have long sinc e
forgotten the declarative knowledge that originally served
as the foundation for our creation of the procedural knowl-
edge we employ in tying our own shoes . Teaching a child i s
consequently difficult— not because tying shoes is a diffi-
cult task for a child to learn, but because we no longer hav e
access to the kind of knowledge the child needs in order to
learn the procedure. Decomposing the procedure into dis-
crete steps that can be followed by a child seems almost t o
require that we relearn the task ourselves . Tying shoelaces i s
something that we do automatically—without devotin g
much conscious attention to it. In fact, most of us tie our
shoes while listening to the radio, conversing with a famil y
member, or planning for the day ahead .

Of course, this is also the kind of facility we develop ove r
time in the use of a software application . Procedures we ini-
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tially had to look up in a user's guide we learn, with prac-
tice, to employ automatically—without much, if any ,
conscious attention. What has led to this level of "expertise "
is the conversion of declarative knowledge into procedura l
knowledge, a process referred to in cognitive science as
"proceduralization" (Gagne, 1985) .

How proceduralization takes place requires an understand-
ing of the nature of a procedure . Anderson (1983) actuall y
characterizes two kinds of procedures : pattern recognitio n
procedures and action-sequence procedures . Pattern recog-
nition procedures allow us to classify things—to acquire ,
for example, the concept of a "cat ." While the specifi c
exemplars of the category "cat" can vary widely in terms o f
their physical attributes, all cats share certain attributes tha t
allow us to classify individual instances of cats as members
of the class of cats . Through processes of generalization an d
discrimination, we learn to recognize patterns of stimuli tha t
we associate with specific concepts .

Action-sequence procedures, on the other hand, are invoke d
in our attempts to carry out specific sequences of actions .
These procedures are represented cognitively as "produc-
tions," or "condition-action rules ." Productions have two
components : an "if clause" and a "then clause ." If the condi -
tion specified by the "if clause" is met, then an action speci-
fied by the "then clause" can be executed . That action, in
turn, may satisfy the condition of the second "if clause . "
When productions are thus related, they are said to be
related through "flow of control ." Control of the entire pro-
cedure, in other words, passes from production to produc-
tion until the procedure is completed. Complex procedures ,
of course, may consist of an enormous number of produc-
tions .

When we first begin to learn a skill, productions are per-
formed consciously . In fact, at the novice stage of skil l
acquisition, performance requires that the learner interpret
declarative knowledge . At this stage, performance is really a
controlled process requiring conscious attention . While the
experienced driver, for example, seldom gives a thought to
the procedures that go into the process of starting a car an d
driving away each morning, the novice driver consciously
attends to procedures like looking at the shift lever indicato r
to determine whether the car is in drive . Similarly, th e
beginning typist has to consciously think about the locatio n
of each key on the keyboard . For that reason, this stage of
skill acquisition is often referred to as an "interpretive "
stage . Like an "interpreted" computer program, each "com-
mand" has to be interpreted in order to run . At this stage ,
procedures are represented as propositions—as declarativ e
knowledge . Each proposition then must be translated into a
set of productions . As Gagne (1985, p . 119) notes, " . . .hav-
ing a separate production for each step is not . . .efficien t
because after each step is carried out a complete proposi-
tional representation of the situation must be reinstated
before the next production can apply ." The demands on
working memory, a memory store with severely limited
capacity, are considerable at this stage of skill acquisition .

Truly "skilled" performance of procedural tasks requires a
modification of the many productions comprising a task an d
of the relationships existing among them . This stage of per-
formance is often referred to as the "compiled" stage . A t
this stage, procedures are "chunked," or combined (Ander-
son, 1983 ; LaBerge, 1976) . Specifically, action, o r
"then clauses " are combined . Large productions require les s
of working memory's capacity than do a great many smalle r
productions . At the "compiled" stage, performance begins
to become automatized—begins, in other words, to reac h
the level of skill at which little conscious thought i s
required. In fact, Schneider and Fisk (19 8 2) found that
even when persons were instructed to consciously attend to
an automatized task, they were unable to improve their per-
formance .

The degree to which a compiled procedure is automatize d
depends to a great extent on whether it is used or not . As
Stillings et al . (19 87) note, performance of a skill ma y
continue to improve even after compilation . This is some -
times the result of procedures being "tuned" (Anderson ,
1983 , Rummelhart and Norman, 1978) . And this i s
what is likely to happen when the user repeatedly uses the
same procedure .

What, then, are the implications of what we know about th e
acquisition of procedural skills for the notion of the minima l
manual ?

First, given the fact that procedural knowledge begins as
declarative knowledge, it would seem that efficient proce-
duralization would be best encouraged by presenting th e
learner with a simple, straightforward, easy-to-execute list-
ing of the steps comprising the procedure her or she wishe s
to perform. Discovering those steps through exploratio n
might, of course, assist the learner in his or her attempts t o
acquire the declarative knowledge from which the proce-
dures will be derived, but at what cost? Gagne (19 85 , p .
123) comments on this issue :

. . .it seems logical to expect that easy-to-use sequence s
would be helpful for proceduralization . It also seems
logical that requiring students to memorize, in declara-
tive form, the steps in an action sequence, would not be
useful . The declarative serves as a way station on th e
road to a procedural representation and so there seems to
be little point to fixing this information in long-term
memory . Time might be better spent in many practic e
trials, with lists of steps or other prompts available fo r
reference as long as is necessary. For most procedure s
the aversiveness of having to look back at the list t o
reinstate the declarative representation should provid e
ample motivation for proceduralizing the knowledge .

Minimalism's aversion to having computer documentatio n
provide the user with complete lists of discrete steps, i n
light of our understanding of the process of proceduraliza-
tion, seems arguable . To achieve "expertise" in the perfor-
mance of a set of tasks, the user of a documentation se t
needs to acquire procedural knowledge . Some researcher s
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even argue that the principal distinction between novice s
and experts is that while novices may know a principle or
rule, they often don't know the conditions of effective appli -
cation . Alternatively, when experts access knowledge, tha t
knowledge tends to be functional : it is bound to condition s
of applicability (Glaser, 1990) . Instructional technologie s
developed to assist learners in the acquisition of procedura l
skills " . . .are guided by the assumption that efficient skill is a
foundation for subsequent depth of understanding and plan-
ning ability. The theoretical implication is that major meta-
cognitive changes are an unconscious byproduct of highl y
practiced successful performanc e " (Glaser, 1990, p 32) . Th e
user's need to achieve a mastery of the declarative knowl-
edge underlying those procedures that need to be practiced ,
consequently, seems largely unnecessary if the documenta-
tion can provide the user with that declarative knowledg e
both clearly and unambiguously .

Are we then arguing that we should go back to the "rote "
drill and practice approach to teaching procedures? Mos t
emphatically, the answer to that question is no . "Rote learn-
ing" is by definition meaningless learning—learning unas-
similated by and disconnected from the rest of our
knowledge . And we would agree with Carroll that sittin g
new users down in front of computers and compelling the m
to learn meaningless commands or keystroke combination s
is very likely to result in rote learning—if it results in an y
learning at all . The assumption that seems to be implicit i n
criticisms of drill-and-practice approaches to teaching, how -
ever, is that the provision of procedures compels the learner
to learn those procedures by rote memorization . We would
argue, however, that for the learner who has well-defined
goals that themselves have been articulated on the basis o f
the learner's own needs to do real work, a set of command s
that can be employed in the attempt to reach those goals i s
not meaningless .

Finally, those commands that are employed frequentl y
because of the user's own unique goals and activities associ-
ated with his or her attempts to achieve those goals (to d o
his or her real work) will be practiced, and those commands
that need not become an integral part of the user's repertoir e
will not . The user, then, is allowed to decide what proce-
dures need to be "learned" well and practiced, and what pro-
cedures do not .

A BRIEF LOOK AT THE RESEARCH ON MINIMALIS M

At this point very few studies have attempted to empiricall y
test the precepts of minimalism. A cursory review of thi s
relatively small body of literature, we believe, fails to ade-
quately inform our understanding of the specific effects o f
guided exploration—in most instances the potential effect s
of guided exploration are hopelessly confounded with the
possible effects of other variables being studied . The results
of two of these studies, nevertheless, have been interprete d
as offering evidence in support of minimalist claims . It i s
specifically that evidence, as well as the somewhat mor e
tangential evidence provided by a few other authors, that we

wish to examine in this section .

Because "minimalism" embraces several principles, it i s
important in assessing the results of studies on minima l
manuals to ask to what component of minimalism or t o
what combination of components of minimalism are those
results attributable . At the present time, the answer to that
question is that it is difficult to tell . The experimental mate-
rials used in the studies reported in "The Minimal Manual "
(Carroll et al ., 1987-88) consist of a commercial manual and
a "minimalist" manual that, presumably, embraces al l
aspects of minimalism. Consequently, the effects of reduc-
ing a 180 page manual to a 45-page minimal manual (brev-
ity) are hopelessly confounded with whatever effects guide d
exploration might have produced . It is possible, in other
words, that the experimenters could have inspired remark -
able experimental results by virtue of nothing more tha n
simply reducing a cumbersome 180-page manual into a
more concise 45-page manual .

Recognizing this possibility, Black, Carroll, and McGuigan
(1987; See also Carroll, 1990) attempted to decompose th e
effects of different aspects of minimalism in a study com-
paring user learning performance from four different manu-
als : a "Skeletal Manual" that contained only "essentia l
information about the system" ; a "lengthy manual" tha t
added "descriptive, explanatory and summary informatio n
to the Skeletal Manual to yield a manual that [was] approxi -
mately 50% longer. . ." ; an "Inferential Manual" about th e
same length as the Skeletal Manual, but which "guides th e
user to infer some of the information about the system" ; and
a "Rehearsal Manual" based on the "Inferential Manual, "
but which, in addition, encourages the user to "think again
about [the] same prior information." (It is important to note
that the experimenters apparently did not ask the subjects t o
"practice" what they had learned, but to "think" about wha t
they had learned—to mentally "rehearse," in other words . )
The "Inferential Manual" embodies the notion of guide d
exploration in that it was designed to encourage the user to
infer information about the system. The "Skeletal Manual, "
being both terse and explicit, we assume, resembles a quic k
reference guide (samples of the experimental materials are
not provided in the article) .

Before discussing the results of the authors' study, it shoul d
be noted that in each of the experimental conditions excep t
the "Lengthy Manual" condition, the experimental manual s
were about the same length . As a consequence, despite th e
intent of these studies to isolate the factors involved in min-
imal manual design, it is impossible to say, for example,
whether superior performance of users of the Inferential
Manual to the users of the Lengthy Manual is due to the
"guided exploration" component of the Inferential Manua l
or simply to its comparative brevity . In fact, in each of th e
experiments conducted, subjects assigned to learn specified
tasks using the Lengthy Manual performed much more
poorly than subjects assigned to use the other manuals, a
fact that would certainly imply that the effects of brevity ar e
influencing performance in all of the other conditions . A
balanced experimental design capable of parceling out th e
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effects of brevity would have investigated the effects o f
manual length across all pedagogical conditions . Addition -
ally, a balanced design would have revealed any potential
interaction effects between manual length and pedagogica l
approach .

This methodological limitation, of course, does not preclude
a comparison of the performance of subjects assigned to th e
other three conditions, whose Inferential, Skeletal, an d
Rehearsal manuals were of approximately the same length .
Black et al . compared users of these manuals on several dif-
ferent measures : (1) the amount of time to learn simpl e
(one-command) tasks, (3) the amount of time required to
learn "Command Sequence Tasks" (tasks requiring the us e
of several commands, and (4) the amount of time required
to learn "Realistic Tasks" (creating and revising a letter or a
memo) .

In all but learning simple tasks, the users of the Inferentia l
Manual outperformed subjects using the other manuals .
However, as the authors note, the Skeletal Manual yielde d
surprisingly good performance—performance not signifi-
cantly different from the Inferential Manual for learnin g
both simple commands and command sequences . To
explain these unexpected results, the authors suggest the
possibility—a possibility with which it seems reasonable t o
concur—that subjects using the Skeletal Manual actuall y
did some inferencing .

But an even simpler explanation of Black et al .'s results
seems possible . While subjects in an experiment such as the
one reported may have achieved a certain level of compe-
tence in the execution of a set of procedures, they have no t
been afforded the opportunity to truly acquire expertise. It i s
quite likely, in other words, that the procedural knowledg e
employed at this early stage of performance is uncompiled .
Moreover, a simple, one-key command can't be compiled .
Quite simply, there is nothing to compile . Subjects in al l
conditions, then, would be guided in the execution of thes e
procedures by their declarative knowledge . As a conse-
quence, it would be reasonable to expect that (1) subject s
who were compelled to acquire that declarative knowledg e
inductively—to, in other words, invest a good deal of effor t
in the acquisition of that knowledge—would outperform
those subjects who were not compelled to invest that degree
of effort in their attempts to learn, and (2) that given the rel-
ative simplicity of the tasks on whose performance the sub-
jects were measured, there would be little difference in
performance between those who acquired that knowledge
directly and those who acquired that knowledge throug h
inferencing .

If we wish to know how we can most effectively foste r
expert performance, the important question to be answered
is which form of manual is most effective in supporting pro -
ceduralization . To test whether proceduralization has taken
place, it would be necessary to provide subjects with a dis-
tractor task to be performed concurrently with the desired
task . Compiled procedures can be performed automatically .
If it is possible for the subject to perform a set of commands

while counting backward by threes, for example, then w e
could assume that that set of procedures had been automa-
tized . If the subject couldn't do both tasks simultaneously ,
the implication would be that the procedures are reall y
being supported by declarative rather than procedura l
knowledge—that the conversion of declarative to proce-
dural knowledge has not yet taken place .

Nevertheless, alternative experimental design possibilitie s
notwithstanding, the Black et al . study, we believe, offers no
compelling evidence that guided exploration is a clearl y
superior instructional technology in the realm of computer
documentation .

Two other studies have addressed the notions of minimal -
ism less directly, but are nonetheless useful in informing ou r
assessment of the efficacy of guided exploration in com-
puter documentation . It is important to point out that in nei-
ther of these studies was it the authors' intent to asses s
directly the efficacy of guided exploration over alternativ e
instructional technologies . Consequently, when we poin t
out methodological problems, we do not mean that th e
methodologies used by the authors are flawed, but alterna-
tively that those methodological choices have limited our
ability to apply the findings of these studies directly to th e
issue of guided exploration .

Charney, Reder, and Wells (1988) addressed obliquely the
topic of discovery learning within the context of a series o f
experiments they conducted that focused on the role "elabo-
ration" provided by instructional materials plays in foster-
ing subsequent learner efficiency in the application of th e
knowledge learned .

In a first experiment aimed at assessing the efficacy of tex-
tual elaborations in learning and remembering facts, th e
authors varied both the kind of manual (elaborated o r
unelaborated) and the subjects' task orientation (subject s
either had a specific task to perform or were not provide d
with a specific task) and found that subjects who had a rea l
task as well as a short manual that nonetheless provide d
complete and explicit instructions outperformed subject s
assigned to the other groups . The authors conclude (p. 63)
that "readers with specific tasks in mind need little or n o
elaboration in the text ." To us, this experimental condition
would seem to mirror a situation in which a user needs to
employ a manual in an effort to accomplish real work, an d
the fact that readers do, indeed have real work that the y
want to accomplish is a decidedly minimalist assumption .

In a second experiment, the authors sought to determin e
what kind of elaborations would be useful for the learner
who was attempting to acquire a skill . The authors provide d
subjects with both conceptual and procedural informatio n
and varied the extent to which each was elaborated (ric h
conceptual and rich procedural, rich conceptual and sparse
procedural, etc .) . The results of this experiment suggest tha t
learners benefited little from elaborations of general con-
cepts, but benefited significantly "from elaborations on ho w
to apply procedures ." Interestingly, however, the author s
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cite Kieras (1985) who found that "how it works" informa-
tion (as opposed to "how to do it" information") is useful i f
the learner must infer operating procedures . The logica l
conclusion one must draw from this as it relates to minimal -
ism, then, is that in order to support guided exploration ,
minimalist manuals would benefit from greater conceptual
elaboration— precisely the kind of "extraneous" text tha t
minimalism seeks to reduce in its manuals .

In a final experiment the authors' focus was to examine th e
effects of different kinds of learner interaction with learnin g
materials . Because we believe that the conclusions th e
authors have drawn on the basis of this study might be inap -
propriately applied to the issue of discovery learning, we
wish to discuss this study in greater depth than we have the
two previous studies .

Participants in this study were assigned to one of three con-
ditions, each differing in terms of the instructional material s
provided. A third of the participants were given a "Tutorial "
that provided them with the specific keystrokes and key -
stroke procedures to be used to solve a problem. Anothe r
third of the subjects were provided an "Exercise" tha t
included a specific goal, but no instructions as to how t o
achieve the goal . Finally, the remaining subjects were given
materials ("Tutorial Plus Exercise") that presented them
with three "Tutorial" activities and two "Exercise" activi-
ties . Overall performance, assessed two days followin g
training, was superior for subjects in the "Exercise" an d
"Tutorial Plus Exercise" conditions . The authors conclud e
on the basis of these results that " . . .active learning situation s
in which people remember and apply procedures for them -
selves are more effective than situations in which peopl e
simply learn by studying the procedures . "

While at first blush these results might be interpreted as sup-
port for guided exploration, two characteristics of the study
design militate against that conclusion. First, subjects pro-
vided the "Tutorial," unlike those in the other two condi-
tions, were provided with no specific goals . This was not an
oversight by the researchers, who argued that this kind o f
learning environment is typical of that provided by mos t
commercial tutorials . If we are to accept the minimalis t
claim, however, that a significant problem with current doc -
umentation products is their inability to allow the user to
pursue his or her goal to do real work immediately, then w e
must accept the corollary—namely, that our learners do,
indeed, have real goals . Absent real goals, the learner has
neither much motivation to learn nor a well defined problem
space that would provide a meaningful context within
which learning could take place . This situation would more
probably than not encourage the learner to employ rote
learning strategies in his or her attempts to learn, and rote
learning strategies are seldom as efficient or as effective a s
are those strategies employed in learning meaningful mate-
rial (Ausubel, 1968) .

While the authors' claim that the "Tutorial" materials they
provided to their subjects mirror typical computer tutoria l
materials may well be true, the inference that, consequently,

the learning environment created by the "Tutorial" mirrors a
typical "real world" learning environment seems debatable .

A second characteristic of the authors' research design als o
precludes a direct comparison of step-by-step procedure s
with discovery learning, namely, that the subjects assigne d
to the "Exercise" condition, following their own attempts t o
solve a problem, were allowed to study the experimenter' s
solution to the same problem . Absent this step, the "Exer-
cise" condition would have constituted an attempt at discov-
ery learning . Again, it should be emphasized that the
experimenters were not attempting to create a discover y
learning condition in this experiment, so this observation i s
not intended as a criticism of their experimental design . The
point we wish to make is simply that the superior perfor-
mance of those subjects assigned to the "Exercise" condi-
tion might be attributable to the fact that this group (1) had
specific goals, (2) were compelled to be actively engage d
intellectually in the attempt to perform a set of procedures ,
and (3) were also provided, prior to assessment of thei r
learning, with those correct procedures . The results of thi s
study cannot, consequently, be interpreted as support for th e
efficacy of guided exploration .

Again, what we can conclude from the experiments in thi s
study is that (1) readers with specific goals or tasks t o
accomplish seem to need little elaboration in the documen-
tation, (2) that when elaborations are helpful, they tend to be
elaborations on how to apply procedures, and (3) that the
existence of a learning environment that encourages th e
meaningful application of new knowledge bolsters that
learning .

Vanderlinden, Cocklin, and McKita (1988) reported th e
results of an experiment that compared the efficacy of a tra-
ditional self-study tutorial with a guided exploration tuto-
rial . Importantly, however, the guided exploration manua l
contained explicit procedures (GE+P manual) . Subjects pro-
vided the GE+P manual outperformed those given the sel f
study manual in terms of the number of subsequent prob-
lems they encountered completing tutorial tasks, and they
completed post-tutorial tests more quickly and more accu-
rately than those given the self study manual .

While conceptually the combination of guided exploratio n
and procedures seems contradictory, in effect this documen-
tation encouraged exploration while providing explicit pro-
cedural information on how to accomplish specific tasks .
While the results of this experiment, then, do not address
differences between guided exploration and traditional pro-
cedural manuals, they do suggest the efficacy of the provi-
sion of procedures in an environment in which the user i s
actively engaged in attempts to solve a problem on a com-
puter.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We would like to attempt to summarize, and perhaps expan d
on, our views of guided exploration by making the follow-
ing observations.
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Despite our attempts to question the advisability of compel -
ling a novice user to inductively arrive at a set of proce-
dures, we do not argue that guided exploration or discover y
learning is a barren educational technology . As the studie s
we have reviewed do suggest, guided exploration involves
the learner actively in the learning enterprise and encour-
ages the user to martial the kind of cognitive effort neces-
sary to effectively learn new material . Moreover, implicit i n
the kinds of guided exploration activities we have seen i s
the goal of figuring out a set of procedures . Guided explora-
tion, then, can be a directed, goal oriented, meaningful
learning activity. For the novice user who has no real work
to accomplish, the simple fact that guided exploration pro-
vides him or her with a goal and compels the user's activ e
involvement in the learning process surely makes it a pref-
erable learning environment to one in which the user is pro-
vided neither with meaningful learning objectives nor with
the kinds of learning materials that encourage the learner t o
adopt anything more than rote learning strategies .

In fact, we would concede (as we, indeed, have in a previ-
ous section) that even in learning environments more eco-
logically valid than those typically created by experimental
researchers, computer users spontaneously engage in dis-
covery learning quite frequently . Users of a product will
often explore if they believe that exploration will provide a
more efficient solution path than will resorting to the proce-
dural details of a manual . Users are always free to skip an d
skim and jump and, in effect, create their own guided explo-
ration manuals . Any decent procedural documentatio n
becomes guided exploration documentation when the user
can find the sections he or she wants quickly, especiall y
when the conceptual information is visually distinct fro m
the procedures.

Whether such exploratory learning succeeds depends on the
interplay between both system and user characteristics .

Stated in the simplest terms, exploratory learning is mos t
likely to work when a user finds the software to be reason -
ably easy (and perhaps enjoyable) to figure out .

Exploratory learning may be more feasible when the soft-
ware is "small," that is limited in the number of functions .
When the number of functions is large, users may not onl y
have extra difficulty comprehending functions or even ho w
they fit together but also may require documentation simply
as a supplement to long-term memory . Minimally, they wil l
need to take their own notes .

More important than size is the difficulty of the product a s
measured by the familiarity and difficulty of the domai n
concepts for a particular user or class of users . Music com-
position software, for example, requires considerable
domain knowledge and embodies some abstract and subtl e
concepts . Another very important factor is the quality of th e
functional interface and the advisory interface, in both thei r
paper and online forms. Assuming identical functionality ,
the functional interface of many software products is self-
disclosing and consistent, while in others cases it is not so

and poses major problems for the user. Also, if the use r
occasionally attempts to consult the print or online docu-
mentation as part of an exploratory learning process, and
these attempts are unsuccessful, the exploratory process wil l
be seriously impeded. Another factor is the success of the
software in motivating certain classes of users or the extrin -
sic motivation that certain classes of users bring to the pro-
cess of learning certain software . The best case is when
users not only want to learn the software but regard th e
learning process as a challenge or game .

Unfortunately, these conditions are very often not met . Not
only are software products increasingly elaborate, but the y
tend to embody ever more difficult concepts . Newer word
processing products, for example, often offer style sheets, a
subtle and non-intuitive feature that gives many users trou-
ble. Also, as people learn ever more applications, they ten d
to move into less familiar domains. Interfaces, both func-
tional and advisory, still differ greatly in quality, and surely
the beneficial effects of motivation can't be counted on ; i n
particular, many users, especially in the midst of a hectic
work day, do not regard computer learning as an enjoyable ,
game-like experience . It is important, then, to consider wha t
happens when these conditions are not met .

The imposition of a guided exploration environment fo r
learning a new system or application is, we believe, coun-
terproductive to the learner who wants to accomplish rea l
work. Implicit in that statement, of course, is the assumption
that such a learner comes to the learning task with specific ,
articulable goals and only needs the documentation to pro -
vide the means to achieve those goals .

Compelling a user who has real work to do to figure out
through trial and error the means for achieving those goal s
is at best inefficient, and quite probably would have th e
effect of frustrating the learner's efforts and lessening his o r
her motivation to continue to learn . Moreover, guide d
exploration takes out of the hands of the user very importan t
decisions about what is important to learn and what is not
important to learn . Other than, perhaps, some basics that al l
learners must know to effectively use a program, decision s
about what procedures must be learned should be left to th e
learner, who will make those decisions on the basis o f
assessments of what must be known in order to do what
must be done .

If we accept the fact that "expertise" is mediated by th e
acquisition of procedural knowledge, then our documenta-
tion should be constructed so as to encourage proceduraliza-
tion . As noted previously, simple, straightforward
procedural steps are most likely to be best for this purpose .
Frequent use of the same procedures will result in decrease d
necessity of the learner to refer to the declarative knowledge
prompts in order to execute the appropriate commands .

In conclusion, we agree with Carroll that manuals should b e
succinct, that they should focus on real tasks and activities ,
and that they should support error recognition and recovery .
We find his arguments on behalf of guided exploration fa r
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less compelling, however, and can find little in the empirica l
research literature to support his claims for its efficacy .
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